Ask and answer the questions. Choose and write.

1. How many __________ tigers are there?

   Four tigers.

   What __________ doing?

   Sleeping.

2. __________ zebras

   One zebra.

   What __________ doing?

   Running.

3. __________ monkeys

   Three monkeys.

   What __________ doing?

   Climbing.
Ask and answer the questions. Write.

1. How many tigers are there? —___________ tigers.
   What _________ doing? —___________ sleeping.

2. _________ zebras _________?
   What _________ doing? —___________ running.
   _________ one zebra.

3. _________ monkeys _________?
   What _________ doing? —___________ climbing.
   _________ three monkeys.
3a.☆☆

1. How many tigers are there?
   There are four tigers.
   What are they doing?
   They are sleeping.

2. How many zebras are there?
   There is one zebra.
   What is it doing?
   It is running.

3. How many monkeys are there?
   There are three monkeys.
   What are they doing?
   They are climbing.

3b.☆☆☆

1. How many tigers are there?
   There are four tigers.
   What are they doing?
   They are sleeping.

2. How many zebras are there?
   There is one zebra.
   What is it doing?
   It is running.

3. How many monkeys are there?
   There are three monkeys.
   What are they doing?
   They are climbing.